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Open Access to Cultural
Heritage  Open GLAM
Sharing cultural heritage online
for open and free access, use
and reuse.
Creative Commons supports
museums in fulfilling their
mission of making their
collections accessible to the
public — on site and online.

Creative Commons drives policy change

Creative Commons advocates for
open access to cultural heritage
Digitized cultural heritage material should be held for preservation
purposes but should also be made accessible online in the broadest
way possible to gain visibility, bring collections to a wide range of
users, encourage creative use and reuse.
Digitized public domain works must remain in the public domain.

Creative Commons provides guidance
to museums to “open up”

Creative Commons provides tools to
support Open GLAM
CC tools are the easiest and simplest means to communicate to
the public what uses can be made of digital cultural heritage
online.
They are the standard for GLAMs that are “opening up” their
collections on the internet, helping overcome barriers erected by
copyright law and enabling broad reuse.

Creative Commons Public Domain Tools
Public Domain Mark: used with works that are believed to be
in the worldwide public domain.

Public Domain Dedication Tool (waiver): to release
related rights in digital reproductions everywhere.

Cultural heritage in museums torn
between three ties
● an property ownership tie with
the institution that “owns” it
● a right ownership tie with the
author or copyright holder
● a stewardship or custodianship
tie with the community that
“holds” it
How can these three ties be
reconciled? Especially in the digital
world?

Three Key Takeaways
1. Museums fulfill the mission of making cultural heritage accessible to the public. They play an instrumental
role in preserving and allowing the public to access, use and recreate cultural heritage. They are entrusted
with our collective memory — sharing that memory should be their highest priority.

2. Sometimes, that mission can conflict with the rights and interests of the holders of the cultural heritage – this
is often the case for Indigenous and culturally-sensitive heritage – one big concern is that “sharing” can open
the door to cultural appropriation, i.e. uses that are oﬀensive and cause harm.

3. Museums are at a pivotal place where communities and users meet around the collections. They have an
important role to play to ensure their cultural heritage is used respectfully and according to the wishes of
their holders.
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